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Purpose of the
Club:

June 2012

Presidents Message

 Promoting the welfare
and development of all
dogs
 Providing training classes
for owners and dogs, and
information on dog care
and training
 Holding shows, trials and
other activities for dogs
——————————
GENERAL MEETINGS :
4TH MONDAY MONTHLY
EXCEPT JULY, AUGUST AND
DECEMBER
BEBAN PARK, ROOM 8, 7:15
PM

NEWSLETTER
DEADLINE: 15TH OF
EACH MONTH.
EMAIL TO:
nkc.newsletter@gmail.com
—————————————————

Another June show has come
and gone. For me this always
feels like the year is over. We
are now officially in "hiatus"
until the fall.
Even during summer break
for us we are
extremely busy.
There are the community
support activities like the
farmers markets promotions;
there are agility trials, K9
Nose work seminar, VIEX and
field trials. We have the CKC
zone meeting for all the island clubs and throughout the
summer your nominating
committee will be
recruiting new members to

the executive for our fall
elections.
I will not be running for re
election this term. I enjoyed
my time as president but it's
time for some fresh new
ideas, new directions and
just a different face at the
front of the meeting room
for a change!

ASK THE VET

composed of two single ingredients- a protein source and a carbohydrate source that the pet has
never consumed before. This could
be potato and fish, duck and rice,
lamb and barley for a period of up
to 12 or more weeks. If during
that period the signs that made
you suspicious of a food allergy are
lessened or disappear completely,
then you need to challenge by
feeding what you previously fed
and see if the symptoms return
within the first two weeks. If they
do, you more likely than not do
have a pet with a food sensitivity.
Once the sensitivity has been
diagnosed, you can then start to
add single ingredients to try and
discover what ingredients your pet
is sensitive to. The most common
ones are beef, chicken, wheat,
corn, soy and dairy, simply because
they are also the most common
food ingredients for pet foods and
treats.

QUESTION; Lee Beck asked
the vet about food allergies
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appropriately called food sensitivity
are more common than may be
suspected. Signs of any allergy can
be itching, recurring skin or ear
infections, chewing or licking the
feet, poor hair coat, but food sensitivity can also cause signs of finicky
appetite ( especially in a thin pet,
finicky heavy pets are simply trying
to tell their owner that they don’t
want to eat any more), soft stool,
constipation, flatulence, lethargy and
chewing at the abdomen or scratching at the abdomen or shoulder
area.
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7

The best way to diagnose a food
sensitivity is with an elimination diet.
This is a diet ( often homemade)

Upcoming events

8

I hope that as my years are
coming to an end someone
out there will think to step
forward and have a hand at
the job. Our executive
consists of 12 members and
as a group they guide us in
our day to day activities; the

job of President is not difficult
with the help of those 12 executives.
While you are contemplating
your campaign
strategies for elections in the
fall....enjoy the
summer with your dogs

Del Beaulac

It is important to remember that the
elimination diet is not a balanced diet
and once diagnosing your pet with a
food sensitivity you want to ensure
they are on a balanced diet as soon as
possible. Also take note of everything
your pet consumes. Treats, items
picked up from the floor and chew toys
or anything consumed can be a source
of ingredients for triggering a sensitivity.
Also any pet with any other allergies
will be more likely to have sensitivities
to food, and sensitivities can change
with time, so it is best to stick with one
protein source for the sensitive pet and
only change when they can no longer
tolerate that ingredient.
Once your pet has scratched or
chewed sores on them, they may need
antibiotics to get rid of the infection

Dr. Carole Ann Brown DVM
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A LITTLE POEM
The “Dog Hog”
There was a man, who
had a dog, and he
would not share it
His friends would say
“You are a hog, how
does your poor wife
bare it?”

MARK YOUR
CALENDERS!
NKC GENERAL
MEETINGS;
SEPT 24th
OCT 29th

“It’s not my fault I
love that dog, when
were apart I’m sad”
“What should we do?
maybe you, could
have your own little
lad?”

A solution found, another hound, for wife
to call her own
“What do you mean? A contract signed,
Have you not seen the and underlined YOU
care I give” he cried
LEAVE THAT DOG
“I only want what’s ALONE
best for him; he needs
me by his side”

PUPPIES!
Erin and Dallas are
proud parents of
three boys!!

Littlewing Papillons is
pleased and proud to announce the arrival of 5
beautiful baby girls on
June 9, 2012. First time
mom Winkie (Ch Littlewing's Tiddlywinks, CD,
RN, CGN) is doing a
great job and is ever so
thankful to her mate Copper (Ch Jinka's El Diablo)
and his mom Nancy Verhoog at Flinter's Papillons
for her big new family of
butterflies.

Another pup, to keep
them up, but things
are so much better
Now that wife, has on
her wall, a signed and
framed contract letter
The moral here, is one
to fear, if you have a
similar flaw
If you won’t share, just
be aware, you’ll double your cost of raw!
(Anonymous Flat-Coat
Addict)

Maggray Belgians litters
announcement 4 girls and
1 boy June 14th
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Library report
Please remember to
bring books, magazines
and DVD's back for the
June meeting.
Other members would
like an opportunity to
check out material.
Thanks for your
consideration.
JERRILYNN
The NKC Juniors held
their summer wind-up at
the canine pool in
Errington.
It was a wild and wet
time with much splashing
and shaking by all. New
owners Chrissie and
Jens Diron hosted the
evening with assistance
from Helga and although
the format was a bit
different from past years,
teams seemed to be
having a pretty good
time!
We will take a break for
the summer with the
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training advice and questions and answers all done via emails
but put together after Donna met an untimely and tragic end to
her life.
For those of you who have seen clips of her and her dogs in
competition you would be amazed. Yes most breeds can do
what hers did with very little practice, but Bouviers have a very
ABOUT A BOOK
stubborn streak in them and unless they are working lines, can
I would just like to say a little
be a bit on the slow side and definitely like to think that they
about the book that I donated to are in control. But also like most in the herding group, get very
the library. It's called Making the bored with a lot of repetitive stuff unless there is a ton of reConnection by Donna Rioux. It wards.
is a training book for Bouviers
Anyway, as her training methods worked for her and her dogs,
and their owners and there is
then just think what "other" breeds can accomplish. It makes
nothing else like it. This is befor a very interesting read regardless of your breed.
cause the book was compiled of
Carole Walker

JUNIOR KENNEL CLUB
exception of a team of jr's
joining the fly ball demo at
VIEX.
Our next adventure is a
show handling lesson with
Del.
Respectfully submitted,

It was a
wild and

Jodie Justice

wet time
with much
splashing
and
shaking ...

Editors Message
Well, it looks like we
have all been very busy
these last couple of
months with shows,
rallys and the like!
I certainly love having
so many submissions to
make this newsletter
hopping!!

In my world? I broke
down and got another
puppy. He is a 12 week
old white Boxer named
Texas who is a ball of
fun!!
My Frenchie Luna is in
love with him as they
are both puppies. They
have a ball together!!

Never a dull
moment in my
life!!
I hope all of
you have a
great summer
and will see
you in the fall!!!
Cheers!
Carolyn Solsbury

TEXAS
My new addition
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Brags!!
We are thrilled to announce that Lincoln
(Storhode's Link to
Berrypoint) completed
his Championship at the
Friday NKC show. A very big
thank you to all of you who
kindly supported us. We're back
to Tracking and onto Rally.
Submitted by Barb Gillen

lovely. Thanks to everyone
who helped. And congrats
to all those who passed,
got their CGN or placed in
their class. Humbly submitted by Carole Walker PS Brodie's turn next
time.
“Arkland’s Kreme Soda
(Poppy) went BOW and
BOS at the Toy Specialty at VIDFA show earning her Canadian
Champion title. Thank
you Mr. Michael Hill,

Topsecret Fabius Brutus
best puppy in herding
group Comox valley show
Monday.
Amber
CH Lanvern's Power Play
(Marcus to his friends) earned his
RN title in the 3rd trial at our
show. And I thank Sabine and
Teresa who moved up as they also
got their RN titles. This allowed
us to have a chance at getting
High in Class on the last trial
which we did. The water bottles
given for HIC are just

Idol and I flew to Edmonton
for our Belgian Shepherd
dog Club of Canada
National Specialty held June
2/3. We had a great time, it
was a lovely venue. We
started our Friday with
Rally ending up with our
first Excellent B rally leg,
third in class and Highest
scoring Belgian Shepherd in
Class. I was asked to show a
friends Veteran bitch in
Veteran Sweeps and we
ended up with first in a
large over 10 years class!
And then her owner piloted
her to BOS in the Veterans

Mimicker’s Doin’ The Cha
Cha, Best of Winners on
Saturday at the Black
Creek show.
Mimicker’s It Might Be
You, Best of Winners on
Friday and Sunday at the
Black Creek show.
It is a battle, but thanks to
the judges for recognizing
a lovely natural ear on
these 2 dogs.

sweeps.
At our specialty after two cuts
in the BOB ring, we were still
duking it out for BISS! It was a
blast! A friends lovely
Tervuren ended up with the
high honors of BISS but Idol
and I were awarded the first of
two Award of Merits! Our
judge, Lynda Trotter a breeder
specialist from Australia said it
was a very hard decision
deciding between the two!
Idol and I were also awarded a
Beauty and Brains award,
where you have to be entered in
conformation and either agility,
obedience or rally to qualify.
The higher you score/finish in

your class the higher up you get for
Beauty and Brains. We came in third!!!
So it was a very successful and fun
Specialty!
Lori and Idol aka BISS/BOSS Am/Can
CH Avonlea American Idol,
CGN,RA,CD,NA,HI,HSAs, AOM x 2
Lori Thomas
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2012 BC Yukon Regional Agility Championships
June 8th, 9th & 10th
The BC Yukon Regional
Agility Championships were
hosted in Nanaimo by Patti
Wilson of Just for Fun Agility
with the help of a committee
made up of members of the
agility community on the island
and the lower mainland.
My first regionals were also in
Nanaimo in 2007, my dog Piper
and I had just started playing
agility in the fall of 2006. I
didn’t really think we were
ready for Regional’s just yet;
but since they were in
Nanaimo I figured why not just
do it for the experience; we
qualified for Nationals that year
and pretty much became
addicted to the sport.
In 2007 the event was held at
Caledonia Park with three rings
and we had just over 280 dogs
competing and ended with
around 170 dogs qualifying for
Nationals. For 2012 the event
was held on the Gyro sports
field with seven rings and at the
time entries close we had over
400 dogs entered; guess I’m
not the only addict.

were forced to pull due to
injury so we ended with
around 372 dogs completing
the required six runs with the
hopes reaching the required
score of 350 in order to do it
again in August for Nationals.
In the end around 268 teams
qualified to compete at
Nationals; over 100 of those
qualifying are from Vancouver
Island and 5 of those being
members of NKC.
The BC Yukon Region as
become one of the largest
regions within the AAC and is
actually made up of two
regions; Vancouver Island
Region and BC Mainland/
Yukon; this years’ event may
have been the largest regional
event held in Canada. Due to
the growth of the sport over
the years BC became two
regions a couple of years. The
hope is we can continue to
combine the two regions
together for regional’s but as
the sport grows it becomes
harder to find a venue and
group willing to take on such a
big event.

As a part of the
organizing committee I
know we would not
have been able to pull
off such a big event
without the help of
many volunteers and on
behalf of the organizing
committee I would like to
thank all club members who
came out and helped make the
weekend such a success and
the club as a whole for the use
of the equipment.
For those interested in being
part of Nationals the long
weekend in August you can
volunteer on-line at: http://
nationals2012.trialentry.com/?
page_id=141
If you think you would like to
but are unsure of what you
could do there are many tasks
that do not require experience
and if you want to watch the
best seats in the house are in
the rings a ring crew.
Janice McAllan
Agility Co-Chair.

Some dogs including my Piper

A good time was had at the
Nanaimo kennel club show
by Sharon Medforh and
Island West Kennels. Island
West Ruby got her first 2
points towards for Ch title .
Ch Dralions Mountain of
Island West CGN,
DD,PCD,DD,RN,AIOC'PCD,
AIOC'RN. Completed
another title with high point
score of 187 to complete his
CD. and to rap it all up Little
Joey of Island West finished
his Rally Novice title
Sharon Medforth

Blaze completed his RAE
title at the NKC show this
month. For those not
familiar with Rally titles,
this means he had to
successfully complete both
Excellent and Advanced
courses at 10 different
trials. Blaze is currently the
#1 Rally Papillon in
Canada! Way to go Blaze,
we are soo proud of our
boy. Kirsten and Winkie
aren't far behind with #4
and #5. I think we've
found our favourite sport!

NANAIMO KENNEL CLUB LIFETIME
MEMBER
LEE SAVORY
OLD ENGLISH
SHEEPDOG BEST OF BREED PLAQUE
THIS PLAQUE HAS BEEN DONATED
BY A MEMBER OF NANAIMO KENNEL
CLUB
THIS YEAR IT WAS PRESENTED ON
FRIDAY JUNE 14,2012 AFTER THE
HERDING GROUP
JUDGING BY A MEMBER OF THE
SAVORY FAMILY TO THE BEST OF
BREED OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG.

we would not
have been able
to pull off such
a big event
without the
help of many
volunteers
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Show Stuff
Terri Mrus
showing Maven who
lives with Catherine
Dunstan

Deanna Smith’s Boy
Charlie who took a
Group 4 on Sunday

Doug with his boy Gizmo
winning Best Veteran in
Sweeps

Doug and Deanna enjoying some Cake.
Deanna is the first year
recipient of the Lee Savory Memorial Trophy
for BOB for her Old
English Sheepdog
Charlie

Del was having a great
time

The cake that was
presented to Doug
and Meg Savory in
memory of their mother
Lee Savory
Judy Robertson showing her Landseer boy
Storm

Barb Gillen’s boy Lincoln who was Winner’s Dog on Friday
also a New Champion

Doug with his boy Rico
who won Winner’s Dog
on Saturday and Sunday
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
NKC CKC agility trials are on July 7th &
8th and I am looking
for volunteers to
help with the event
they can reach me
by email jmcallan@shaw.ca.

CLASSIFIEDS
looking for a 2x3
puppy pen
Heather
sadsak@shaw.ca

Rainbow Bridge
Our first Flat-Coated
Retriever "Milo"
Carnegga Black Tarquin
March 18, 1998 - June
09, 2012
We loved you for over
14 years our dear boy,
you are the best dog
we have ever known,
you had two modes asleep or tail wagging :)

so sad you had to go,
but it was your time.
We were blessed to
have you live you life
with us, now you will
be pain free and running with Harvey as
you did when you were
young.....we will miss
you forever

Steve, Lynda
Jonathan, Matthew, Flynn
and Kai

Promoting the Welfare and Development of all Dogs

UPCOMING EVENTS
Obedience July 22 to July 22,2012 Coombs, BC (Indoor)
ALBERNI VALLEY KENNEL CLUB
August 10 to August 12,2012 Saanichton, BC (Outdoors)
VICTORIA CITY KENNEL CLUB
Box 554,
Nanaimo BC
V9R 5L5
Building Phone: 250-756-4122
E-mail:
nkc.newsletter@gmail.com

Rally August 4 to August 6,2012 Campbell River, BC (Outdoors)
CAMPBELL RIVER DOG FANCIERS SOCIETY

Conformation July 26 to July 29,2012 Surrey, BC (Outdoors)
PACIFIC KENNEL CLUB
August 4 to August 6,2012 Campbell River, BC (Outdoors)
CAMPBELL RIVER DOG FANCIERS SOCIETY

We’re on the Web!
www.nanaimokennelclub.ca

Agility

June 29 to July 1,2012 Saanichton, BC

AVID
July 7 to July 8,2012 Nanaimo, BC (Outdoors)
NANAIMO KENNEL CLUB

NKC Executive 2012
President

Del Beaulac
716-1701

1st VicePresident

Doug Savory
268-0588

2nd VicePresident

Carole Ann
Brown
714-0772

Secretary

Sandra Wilson
245-5664

Treasurer

Tricia
McCheyne
667-0109
Directors

Maggie
Henigman
756-0268

Diane Brown
751-1202

Sandi Malcolm Lorna Craig
729-9920
758-0653
Sherry
Drebnicki
722-3757

Ren
MacGregor
468-0176

Membership

Sabine
Blackburn

AIOC Rep

Margo Banks
248-8768

Newsletter

Carolyn
Solsbury
754-5464

Junior Handling August 4 to August 6,2012 Campbell River, BC
(Outdoors)
CAMPBELL RIVER DOG FANCIERS SOCIETY

Full information for events available at www.canuckdogs.com and
www.aac.ca

Mark your Calenders!
Vic city kennel club,
August 10-12, closing
date July 25, 1 rally
obedience and 2
obedience. Trials
Judges bill Blair and
terry gains
bc dog show services
is the secretary
Premium list is available now

Forbidden plateau,
September 8 and 9
4 obedience trials,
judges Lynda
Brown and Bruce
Fraser premium list
not yet available

NKC CKC agility
trials are on July
7th & 8th

Don’t forget the
Alberni Valley
Kennel Club
AIOC Trial July
22, 2012

